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Prolotherapy Basics | Eren Ural, D.O.
 1. Gain an understanding of the principles of healing and mechanism of action  
  of prolotherapy in promoting healing.
 2. Learn about the four types of prolotherapy proliferants, their mechanisms of  
  action, and discuss the best practice uses of each.
 3. Examine supplies needed for prolotherapy and how to properly calculate  
   mix solutions.

Prolotherapy Treatment for the Knee | Walter Grote, D.O. 
 1. Learn the main injection sites for knee Prolotherapy  & Prolo-PRP.
 2. Know the major danger zone & how to avoid injection of important   
  structures neurovascular structures.
 3. Learn to inject proper prolotherapy solution into the knee.

Prolotherapy Treatment for the Ankle/Foot | Wayne Feister, D.O.
 1. Identify relevant biomechanical anatomy.
 2. Understanding solution mixing of injectable.
 3. View images of needle placement necessary for ligament/structure repair.

Neuromuscular & Sensory Impact of Prolotherapy | Damon Whitfield, D.O., MPH
 1.  Learn the complex definition of pain – physical, emotional, mental,   
  interpretations.
 2.  Prolonged acute pain has vastly different physical and mental impacts-   
  chronic pain syndromes vary from person to person.
 3.  Relieving and restoring the body after acute and chronic pain can be
 achieved thru a multi-modal approach.  Prolotherapy addresses physical   
  injuries and can restore those injuries.
 4. Increase and improve osteopathic evaluation and frequent for people with  
  pain syndromes.

Neural Therapy | Gerald Harris, D.O.  
 1. The three layers of chronic pain
 2. Interference Field – What is it?
 3. Four causes of Autonomic Dysfunction

The Use of Platelet-Rich Plasma in 21st Century Regenerative Medicine | John 
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Stravrakos, M.D.
 1. To understand the basic physiology and science behind the use of PRP.
 2. To learn practical applications of the use of PRP, including absolute and
 relative contraindications, and when to consider PRP in lieu of other modalities
 of healing.
 3.  To grasp the fundamentals of how to implement PRP into your practice in a
 safe and practical manner.

Down the Rabbit Hole: Ideas for treating nerve pain when all else has failed 
| Michele Raithel, N.D.
 1. Diagnosing and treating unresponsive nerve pain when obvious treatment
 has failed.
 2. Obstacles that impair the neuroregenerative process and how to remove
 them stimulating neurodegeneration.
 3. Modifications to Prolotherapy and PRP formulas when blood born
 pathogens or autoimmune conditions become a factor.

-----
Prolotherapy for the Low Back & Sacral-iliac Region | Arden Andersen, D.O.,MSPH, 
Ph.D
            1. Understand the primary solutions to consider for injecting the lumbar spine.
           2. Understand the key area to inject to stabilize the lumbar spine.
           3. Appreciate the effectiveness of lumbar prolotherapy in relieving chronic low 
back pain.

Prolotherapy for the Cervical Spine | Mark Johnson, M.D. 
           1. Understand the mechanism causing tenderness, pain, muscle malfunction,
            and neurologic symptoms in the head and neck.
           2. Understand how Prolotherapy/PRP effectively treats this mechanism
           3. Understand the best approach to identifying the sources of symptoms in 
the
            head and neck, and the rest of the body.

Shoulder and Arm Pain; Diagnosis & Treatment | Richard Hull, D.O. 
           1. Teach you to take the history to direct you to the tendon and ligaments
            injured
           2. Direct you in your examination to determine the instability of ligaments and
            tendons that are unstable and need to be repaired
           3. Solution to use and how to approach each site with injection and treatment
           to each specific ligament to the tendon.
           4. How to instruct the patient in expected results and post treatment care.



Prolotherapy for the Hip and Other Things to Consider | Aline Fournier, D.O.
 1. Review the anatomy of the hip
 2. Learn how to avoid complications
 3. Learn hip Prolotherapy techniques and how to select and how to select  
 the best candidates for this therapy.
 4. Learn the osteopathic concepts to enhance your results

Perimenopausal and Postmenopausal Hormone Changes that Impact Joint Health | 
Angela Cortal, N.D.  
 1. Learn which hormones may be of concern for your “non-responding”  
 patient with degenerative joint disease.
 2. Learn what degenerative processes and their corresponding imaging
 findings may be associated with endocrine abnormalities.
 3. Learn evidence-based patient guidance as it relates to pathologic   
 endocrine levels and adverse orthopedic treatment outcomes.

Osteopathic History of Ozone and Practical Prolozone Treatments | David 
Nebbeling, D.O
 1. Participants will learn the safe therapeutic levels of ozone therapy
 2. Participants will learn the history of the osteopathic pioneers that   
 developed the safe and effective protocols for their patients
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